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Abstract

197 reported incidents in Swiss Nuclear Power Plants were analyzed by a team of the
Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) using the OECD/NEA Incident
Reporting System. The following conclusions could be drawn from this exercise. While
the observed cause reported by the plant was "technical failure" in about 90% of the
incidents, the HSK-Team identified for more than 60% of the incidents "human factors"
as the root cause. When analyzing this root cause further it was shown that only a smaller
contribution came from the side of the operators and the more important shares were
caused by plant maintenance, vendors/constructors and plant management with procedural
and organizational deficiencies. These findings demonstrate that root cause analysis of
incidents by the IRS-Code is a most useful tool to analyze incidents and to find weak
points in plant performance.

1. Introduction

The Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) demands, that Swiss Nuclear Power Plants
report all events or any findings in classified systems, that may have an impact on safety. The
report should allow HSK to judge the safety significance. Class B refers to incidents or findings of
,,slight safety relevance. They are registered and evaluated to allow for an early detection of
potential weaknesses". Class B corresponds to level 0 on the International Nuclear Event Scale
(INES) of IAEA and OECD/NEA.

The OECD/NEA-Incidents Reporting System (IRS) provides a structured code to analyse and
classify incidents. In order

- to become familiar with the IRS-code utilisation,

- to distinguish between the observed, direct cause reported by the plant and the root cause of the
incident,

- to find weaknesses in plant performance,

197 reported incidents from Swiss Nuclear Power Plants were analysed by an HSK-team,
consisting of a chemist, a physicist and two mechanical engineers. Please note a) the technical
background of the team and the absence of any special knowledge in ,,human factors", b) the
limited number of incidents analysed.

As an introduction TABLE 1 reviews Swiss Nuclear Power Plants: years of operation, reactor size
and type, vendor, further the number and average age of licensed staff. The differences in all
aspects are remarkable.
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TABLE 1: Overview of Swiss Nuclear Power Plants
(Licensed Staff, Number of Events, - Status 1991)

In Operation

Power (Mwel)

Type

Vendor

Licensed Operating Staff

Average Age

Analysed Events

Period covered

Incidents per year

KKB
Beznau I + II

1969/1971

350/350

PWR

W

59

45.9

58

1/86- 12/92

8.3

KKM
Miihleberg

1971

320

BWR

GE

34

47.3

35

4/83 -12/92

3.5

KKG
Gosgen

1979

920

PWR

KWU

48

43.6

32

10/81 - 12/92

2.7

KKL
Leibstadt

1984

942

BWR

GE

43

37.8

72

2/87-12/92

9.0

Concerning the number of incidents per year reported:

Comparing the older plants KKB and KKM, for two reactors on one site the number doubles.

Comparing the newer plants KKG and KKL, the first years of operation may be smooth or
rough.

2. Observed Cause versus Root Cause

TABLE 2 compares the cause reported by the plant, the observed, direct cause, with the root cause
found by the HSK-team.

TABLE 2: Human Factors in Observed Cause and in Root Cause
(Technical Failures Balance to 100 %)

KKB (PWR 1969/71)

KKM (BWR 1971)

KKG (PWR 1979)

KKL (BWR 1984)

TOTAL

Observed Cause (%)

10

9

9

15

12

Root Cause (%)

60

71

72

57

63

The observed cause is about 90 % ,,technical failure". This means mainly mechanical or
electrical failure; a few percents are attributed to chemical or core physics failure and to
instrument failure.

The root cause is in more than 60 % ,Jiuman factors", irrespective of the differences between the
plants mentioned before.
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3. Human factors

Considering the importance of the ,,human factor" the IRS-code number 5.2.8 was used to analyse
its many facets. See TABLE 3.

TABLE 3: Root Cause Analysis of Human Factors
Classification according to OECD/NEA-IRS-Code Number 5.2.8 (shortened)

I Operator Error (5.2.8.4)
- Error of Omission (5.2.8.4.1)
- Carelessness, confusion (5.2.8.4.2)
- Cognitive Error (5.2.8.4.3)
- Violation of Tech. Spec. (5.2.8.4.4)

II Maintenance + Repair Error
- Inspection, Maintenance (5.2.8.5)
- Repair, Testing (5.2.8.6)

HI Inadequate Training (5.2.8.9)

IV Management + Organisation Deficiency
- Procedure Deficiency (5.2.8.3)
- Communication Problem (5.2.8.7)
- Work planning Deficiency (5.2.8.8)

V Design + Construction Deficiency
- Design Deficiency (5.2.8.1)
- Construction Deficiency (5.2.8.2)

For practical purposes the code number is organised in 5 classes, each one addressing a special
group or activity:

I Plant operator; II Plant maintenance; III Training; IV Plant management; V Vendor/constructor;

In TABLE 4 all incidents with ,,human factors" as a root cause are classified:

TABLE 4: Root Cause Analysis, Classification of Human Factors
(Sum of Human Factors = 100 %)

I Operator Error

II Maintenance + Repair Error

III Inadequate Training

IV Management + Organisation
Deficiency

V Design + Construction
Deficiency

KKB
PWR 69/71

6

26

3

37

28

KKM
BWR 1971

12

36

0

20

32

KKG
PWR 1979

17

26

0

13

44

KKL
BWR 1984

24

27

0

12

37

TOTAL

15

28

1

21

35

- All plants have a rather similar profile.

- Contrary to common opinion, the contribution of the plant operator is small (~ 15 %). Of
importance are the shares from plant maintenance (-30 %) and from the external parties
vendor/constructor (-35 %).

- Training seems to be adequate (-1 %).
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- Plant management contributes a sizeable fraction (-20 %) which needs further discussion.

- In simplified terms the contributions to the root cause may be expressed as follows: Technical
Failure 37 %, Human Factors 63 %. The human factors may be divided in two categories

Direct human factors (I + II + III) 28 %

Indirect human factors (IV + V) 35 %

Technical failure/Direct human factors/Indirect human factors -1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3

4. Management deficiencies

TABLE 5 presents a breakdown of management factors for all plants:

TABLE 5: Root Cause Analysis, - Breakdown of Management + Organisation Deficiency
(all Plants, Sum = 100%)

Procedural Deficiency 46 %
(Code 5.2.8.3)

Communication Problem 8 %
or Error (Code 5.2.8.7)

Management, Organisation or Work 46 %
Planning Deficiency(Code 5.2.8.8)

- Procedural deficiencies are most common (-45 %).

- Organisational factors are of importance (-45 %).

- Communication seems to be satisfactory (-10 %).

5. Summary and Conclusions

197 reported incidents in Swiss Nuclear Power Plants were analysed by a team of the Swiss Federal
Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (HSK) using the OECD/NEA Incident Reporting System. This exercise
led to the following conclusions:

- The IRS-code system is a most useful tool to analyse the root cause of incidents.

- The reported, observed cause by the plant is about 90 % ,,technical failure", the root cause found
by the HSK-team is about 60 % ,,human factors".

- The root cause ,,human factors" shows only a small contribution from the operator (-15 %);
more important are the shares of plant maintenance (-30 %) and of vendor/constructor (-35 %).

- Plant management contributes the balance (-20 %). The main factors are procedural deficiencies
(-10 %) and organisational deficiencies (-10 %).

- Communication in the plant and training of licensed staff seems to be adequate.

- Expressed in simplified terms, the contributions to the root cause are as follows: Technical
failure 1/3, direct human factors (operator + maintenance) 1/3, indirect human factors (plant
management + vendor/constructor) 1/3.

As demonstrated, root cause analysis of incidents by the IRS-Code is a most useful tool to find
weak points in plant performance. It is recommended that each plant (possibly a central agency)
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performs root cause analysis for selected incidents. The experts team should include a ,,human
factors specialist" (possibly from the outside). The aim of the incident analysis is a) to arrive at a
clear understanding of all aspects; b) to propose appropriate actions to prevent recurrence; c) to
improve overall plant performance.
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